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OPINION AND ORDER 

Before: JULIAN, Chaiperson, SERPE, STEININGER and WILSON, Board Members. 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

This is an appeal of a denial of a reclassification request from 

Photographer 2 to Photographer 3. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

The Appellant is a permanent employe in the classified service as a 

Photographer 2, Photography Department, U.W.-Extension. He has been 

employed in the department for approximately seventeen years. Prior to 

the denial of the reclassification on June 29, 1973, the Appellant was 

performing the following duties for the approximate percentages of his 

time indicated: 

60% - making prints by contact, enlargement, and reduction 

25% - making lantern slides 

15% (total)-making negatives from black/white and color 
transparencies 

making film positives 
washing, drying, spotting, toning, dry-mounting, 

and sorting lantern slides 
mixing chemicals 
cleaning and care of equipment 
customer conferences 

With respect to the "examples of work performed" in the class 

specifications for Photographer 3, the Appellant performs those which we have 

marked by an asterik. Of those marked, only the first is not also included 

in the "examples of work performed" in the class specifications for 

Photographer 1 or 2. Copies of all these class specifications are attached 

to this opinion as Appendix A. 
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The Appellant is the best printer of the Photographer 2's in the central 

darkroom unit and handles where possible the more demanding and difficult 

printing and copy work that the department processes. Appellant does not 

act as a supervisor. He works under the limited supervision of the lead 

worker in the unit, Mr. Fay, who occasionally passes out and reviews work. 

However, for the most part the Appellant works on his own, and the 

feedback on the quality of his work comes from the departments who 

originate the work. 

Appellant is not "responsible for taking and processing specialized 

types of photographs in black andwhite or color, motion pictures, 

performing lithographic work, or supervising the work of other photographers." 

Finally, we find that there were no personal, political, or other 

improper influences involved either in the decision to deny Appellant's 

reclassification or in the assignment of his duties. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

The definition section of the class specifications for Photographer 2 

include the following description: 

This is difficult and complex technical work in taking and 
processing still and motion pictures. . . . Employes work 
independently with respect to techniques used in accordance 
with established procedures and technical standards. Work 
is assigned by a technical or administrative supervisor 
who reviews the work for quality and adherence to 
instructions. 

The parallel provisions from the Photographer 3 specifications 

are: 

This is highly skilled technical or responsible supervisory 
photographic work involving specialized techniques . . . 
Work is assigned by an administrator to be performed by 
these employ& or delegated to lower level photographers 
with review by administrators through reports obtained 
from departments served as to the quality of the 
finished products. 

As a basis for comparison between the two levels, the language 

is not particularly illuminating: "difficult and complex technical - 
work" (2)"s. "highly skilled technical" (3). The Photographer 3 

definition contains a further item of descriptive language: "involving 

specialized techniques." Within the four corners of the specifications, 

the meaning of the term "specialized," which is a term of relative 

comparison, is illuminated by reference to the "examples of work performed." 
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Of those items listed which are not duplicated in the examples listed 

under Photographer 1 or 2, the Appellant only is involved in part of 

the first example: 

Takes, develops and prints still or motion pictures which 
present complicated problems of photographic technique; 
originates plans and ideas for still pictures in a series. 

Appellant does not "take" pictures, nor does he "originate plans 

and ideas for still pictures in a series." However, he is involved with 

"complicated problems of photographic technique." Not only is this but 

one part of one example of the work performed by a Photographer 3, 

it is a function which is a natural evolution for a Photographer 2 

who is developing and improving his skills in that class as a person 

who "enlarges or reduces still photographs" (2) and becomes competent 

at :'complicated problems of photographic technique." (3) 

With respect to the supervisory aspects of the specifications, 

we conclude that the supervision Appellant receives overlaps the class 

specifications inasmuch as he receives some limited supervision in the 

department, although for the most part he works independently. This 

lack of direct continuing responsibility is to be expected considering 

Appellant's long tenure and high level of competence. See Meshak ". 

Weaver, Wisconsin Personnel Board, 74-2, 9/30/75. The supervisory 

structure is still present even if the quality of the work performed 

results in its infrequent exercise. 

Personnel classification is not an exact science. In appeals of 

reclassification denials, it is usually the case that the employe's 

duties and responsibilities overlap in some respects both of the class 

specifications in question. The employe is not entitled to reclassi- 

fication because some aspects of his work fall within the higher class. 

Resolution of the question involves a weighing of the specifications 

and the actual work performed to determine which classification 

best fits the position. An exact fit is very rarely possible. 

As is set forth above, the Appellant performs only part of one 

of the examples of work performed that are peculiar to the Photographer 3 

classification, and one could expect that a highly competent Photographer 2 

with extended tenure would become capable of printing which involves 

"complicated problems of photographic technique" regardless of any other 

changes in his duties and the nature of the work he performs. A similar 
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observation is appropriate with regard to the amount and nature of 

the supervision he receives. We conclude that the Appellant has 

failed to discharge his burden of proof that he was incorrectly 

denied reclassification to Photographer 3. 

While we conclude that we must uphold the reclassification denial, 

we do feel that there are some problems with this series which bear 

mentioning as an aspect of our general advisory role to the civil 

service. 
The class specifications for the photographer series appear to 

us to be very broad. The definitional sections tend to cover the 

photographic process from beginning to end with little consideration 

given the photographic specialization prevalent in at least the U.W.- 

Extension photography department, if not in that field generally. 

Further, the descriptive language tends to be quite general. 

While one can and should make reference to the examples of work performed 

and other parts of the specifications to illuminate the adjectives used 

in the definitions, the terminology should have some independent utility 

to justify its use. To reiterate, we find little meaning in a comparison 

between "difficult and complex technical work," (Photographer 2) and 

"highly skilled technical . . . work" (Photographer 3). This type of 

general language coupled with very broad definitions of work performed 

make classification more difficult and encourages appeals. We urge 

the Bureau to consider a survey of this series. 

ORDER 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the action of the Respondents appealed 

from is affirmed and this appeal is dismissed. 

-rp. , 1975. STATE PERSONNEL BOARD 
/ 

Juli#Jr.,%%airperson 



Photographer I 
I’ Class Description 

Appendix A 
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Definition: 

This is.technical work.in taking and finishin? ordinary still photo- 
&rdphS. An erploye in this class is responsible for taking and processing 
still pictures for records, legal, and publicity zurp~“es whrre only aver- 
age proi,leris of lighting and arrariging arc involved. itor,k is performed 
independently with respect to techniques used, but in accordance with es- 
tablished procedures or from detailed instructions. Supervision is re- 
ceived from s higher level photographer or an administrator who makes JS- 
si,qnnants and examines the completed work for clarity and adherence to in- 
structions. 

Examclos of 'nlork Performed: 

Photographs articles, buiidings and persons where only average prob- 
lems of lighting and arranging are involved. 

Prepmes photopraphic solutions. 
Assists in developing films. 
I5'ashes, fixes, dries, trims, mounts and sorts prints. 
Corrects imperfections in the negatives. I 
Assists in retouchinS and toning negatives. 
Ealarees or reduces still photographs and makes prints for publica- 

tions, ne:lsp.iper cuts, or salon prints. 
Rakes lantern slides, maintains filr, plate and print files. 
Maintains and cares for dark room, photograPhic equipment and labora- 

torjj supplies. 
Keeps records and Rakes reports. 
Performs related work as required. 

qualifications 

Required Knowledzes, Skills and Abilities: 

Knowledge of equiprent, techniques and supplies used in takinp,, 
developing and printing still photographs. 

Knowledge of chemicals and developers and errors which may occur be- 
cause of worn out or bad c!;enicels. 

Skill in the operation of cameras and ether equipment used in takir.g 
and finishing still pictures. , -' 

Skiil in photo finishing. 
Ability to enlarge and produce satisfactory prints. 
Ability to make corrections. 
Ability to perform sicple repairs to equipment. 

A' Ability to follow oral and written instructions. 
J ‘!. - Training and Experience: 

Such training and experience as may be gained through hi:?1 school 
graduation with one year of experience in photographic work or one year 
of additional schooling in the photographic arts; or any equivalent coFIL+i 
bination of training and experience. 

f--yl,3iy;i -' 
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Definition: 
.e=. . ‘ 

This is difficult and complex technical work in taking and processing 
still ad notion pictures. Employes in this class are responsibla for the 
production of black and white and some color still pictures; notion pic- 
ture production and processing; and technical tasks in microfilming; X-ray 
and photostat photography for publicity and instructive as well as legal 
and record purposes. Employes.c;ork independently with raspect to techni- 
ques used in accordance with established procedures and technical stand- 
ards. Work is assigned by a technical or administrative supervisor who 
reviews the work for quality and adherence to instructions, 

e 'I-E OF WISCORSIN 

SRl-nq 

Areas of S?ecialization: 
General 3otograpber 
Portraiture 

. 

Yotion Picture Processing 
ticrofilning 

Examples of !iork Performed: 

General Duties: . 
Prepares photographic solutions. 
Hashes, fixes, dries, trims, mounts-and sorts prints. 

,Corrects imperfections in negatives. 
/ 'Stains and tones negatives. . 

Enlarges or reduces still photographs. 
Takes colored photographs and moving pictures. 

* ,Kakos minor repairs to phctographic equipment. 
Keeps records and rakes reports. 
Performs related work as reqkred. 

In Portraiture: 

Takes portraits of students, faculty, and state officials. 
Poses subject vith regard to capturing their best characteristics. 
Takes', develops and prints still pictures where difficult problems 

of lighting and arranging are involved. ,' 
In Lotion Picture Processing: 

Operates various ma&s of cameras for motion pictures. 
Dcvclai~s and prints moticn picture film using automatic film proces- 

sors swh XI a flouston ~lodcl 22. 
Inserts titles and reassembles in proper sequence. 
Edits films to meet tisc considerations and quality of work. 

. Incovorates sound on magnetic and optical tracks. 
Makes cooitis and carries on neptive and reversal processing of black 

and white rotion picture film. 
l Takes color motion pictures. 

tlakcs black and white prints of color film. 
Rakes still prints from all types of moving picture film. 

-2- 
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Jn Hicrofilring: ' 

c.J Picrofilrs downer& with planetary or portable cameras. 
---~- Relates types of pictures and orocedures to needs of the department. 

Performs technical tasks in microfilm, X-ray and photcstat photo- 
-----graphy. 

Perforns specimen photography and microphotography. 

QualificatiOnS 

Required Knowledzes, Skills and Abilities: 

-Considerable know?+dCe of modern r&hods, materials, processes and 
equiprent used in taking still pictures, motion pictures, and microfilms. 

Considertile knovledCe of such fundamentals of physics and chemistry 
as'are necessary for p>otocrzohic laboratory work. 

Considerable knovledge of pcsinz, 
-.L..pr;intiny. -- 

lighting, negative processing, and 

Knowledge of roticn picture film production, films, resolving pcuer of 
filrs, chemical balances and editing of motion pictures. 

Knowledge of optical or nspatic sound tracks. 
Knotiledga of variable area and variable density sound tracks. 

: _. -Ability to use cameras, li&hts or other standard photographic equip- 
I- want used in t&king still OP notion pictures. 

Ability to select and compose subjects having .artistic appeal. 
Ability tc follo;r oral or written icstructions. 

c 
* Training and Experience: 

Such training and experience as may be gained through hi?h schcol 
graduation and three years of pertiwnt experience or schooling beyond 
high schcol including one year of work experience in the .xea of speciali- 
zation; or +ny equivalent combination of training and experience. 

_:- I- 
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photographer 3 

Class DescriptiOn 

Definition: 

This is 
graphic work . . 
ptlotcjrsgly * 
ble for taking and procersioC specialized types of ?hOtog>+i!s in black 

and xhitc or cclor, nction picrurcs, p erforrinC iithographic xork, or su- 
pervising xork of otizr photogrr?hers. \!ork is assigwd hy an ad%inistra- 
tor to be perforxd bjj these e:-+loy25 or delazated to icxer level photo- 
graphers with review Ly adrinistrators thronq~ x-sorts obtcincd fron de- 
pzztteats serwd as to the qualit] of t5e finished products. 

@ATi OF ilISCOl!CiN * 

I SRl-10 

h!:hly skilled tecF,nica' or responsible supervisory photo- 
in\;olvinE specialized tachniques encoqsssing all areas of 

Ei-plCy% in this class KIT): independently and are responsi- 

~x.srp:?s of I;'ork Perfoxed: 

* Takes, c!evelo?s ad prints still or motion pictures which present 
cocplicatcd prcblcx or photographic tachnique; ori,cinates plans and ideas 
for still pict.Jres in a series. 

/ ForTcrns tecnnical tasks in c5crofFl~, X-rap photozrnph:,. 
Fericrms still and action picture bedside phoro~rsphy of r;.edical, 

surCica1 and orthopcilic cases in hospitals. 

. 

-. 

Suyorvisej the2 wrk of other photographers. 
Develops rction pictures and photo:rqSic plates. 

*' Joshes, fixes, dries, trixs, Dounts'and sorts prints. 
Corrects inpcrfcctions in negatives. 
Stains end tones negatives. . 

* CnlarSes or red'uces still photoqaphs. 
. Perforx specixn photczraphy and c5crcphotography. 

* Ikkes lanrern slides. 
Cut; rotion picture fila into sections. 
Inserts titles and rsasserbles in proper squence. \ 
Supe- -vises the szintrnance of filr., plate and print files. 
DesiCnns and ccxtructs photographic apparatus. 

* Operates and maintains still and notion picture careras, projection 
devices, sniaqers arsd other eouip7er.t used. ..' 

Tzkcs color photooraphs. / .> 
Perfczrs li?hographic xork. 
Eeops recorzis and n.akes reports. 
Performs relztod work as required. ,' 

Qu*li!ications 

RL-IuIP:~ ::no.~;.cd-e;, Skills and Abilities: 

'L. 

Thorcqh knowle2y,i? of rodem rothods, materials, processes and equip- 
went uscJ in taking still and motion pictures. 

Considxablc knoxledzc of such fundacentals of >nysics and cne!nistry 
25 are necessJr'* , ior pnotopraphic laboratory :iork. 

Ability to use cxeras, li,$hrs or othc- standard photoCr+hic eq‘uip- 
. nont used in taking still &d nution pictures. 

Ability to develop an3 co5pare ncgativcs and prints. 
Ability to maintain index records and files of prints and ne:ati*rcs. 
Ability to select and CSIZ~OSC subjects Izvir.2 a-t&tic aope~l. 
Ability to set up difficult photoeraptic subject ma?tcr to best ad- . 

vantaJ.r. 
-4- 



Ability to tahc and process still 01% motion pictures under difficult 

4. 
conditicxs and obtain good results frcn work. 

Abiliq to counsel da>a?taents and write orders io: work brought in. . . . -.- 
. Training and Experience: 

-- 
Such rl%ainix; and eqx?ience as my be gained through gxduaticn 

frocx hi<h school and diva years of varied cx?erizce in professional 
photoSra?hy work; or "?-y quivilent conbinetion of training acd expari- 

’ 

, 
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